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a b s t r a c t

Cyber security is an important issue in the field of nuclear engineering because nuclear

facilities use digital equipment and digital systems that can lead to serious hazards in the

event of an accident. Regulatory agencies worldwide have announced guidelines for cyber

security related to nuclear issues, including U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 5.71. It is important

to evaluate cyber security risk in accordance with these regulatory guides. In this study, we

propose a cyber security risk evaluation model for nuclear instrumentation and control

systems using a Bayesian network and event trees. As it is difficult to perform penetration

tests on the systems, the evaluation model can inform research on cyber threats to cyber

security systems for nuclear facilities through the use of prior and posterior information

and backpropagation calculations. Furthermore, we suggest a methodology for the appli-

cation of analytical results from the Bayesian network model to an event tree model, which

is a probabilistic safety assessment method. The proposed method will provide insight into

safety and cyber security risks.

Copyright © 2017, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The development of digital technology related to instrumen-

tation and control (I&C) systems influences many industries.

The transition from analog to digital equipment has a number

of benefits, but it also presents challenges. Cyber security has

been emphasized recently due to the extensive use of digital

I&C systems and the importance of cyber security in protecting

these systems against cyber infrastructure attacks. Cyber at-

tacks have been discussed over the past 15 years [1]. During

this time, the importance of cyber security has increased in

many parts of the energy sector due to the expansion of digital

I&C systems in power generation facilities. Research budgets

have been allocated to cyber security in accordance with its

importance. Although many infrastructure systems involve

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), which can

be used to protect against a cyber attack, no system can be

completely protected. Cyber attacks have become an impor-

tant issue for nuclear facilities due to associated safety con-

cerns. At facilities such as nuclear power plants, safety is the

most important consideration because nuclear accidents can

lead to serious hazards. In January 2003, the Davis Besse
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nuclear power plant in Ohio, USA, was infected by the SQL

Slammerworm. Nuclear facilities in Iran have been targeted by

cyber attacks, including the one in 2010 known as “Stuxnet” [2].

In this study, we focus on cyber security for nuclear facilities.

Various organizations and researchers have investigated

means to control or prevent cyber attacks on nuclear facilities.

Regulatory authorities have published many regulatory

requirement documents, such as U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide

5.71 [3], 1.152 (versions 2 and 3) [4,5], IEEE Standard 7-4.3.2 [6],

and the Korea Institute of Nuclear Nonproliferation and

Control (KINAC) Regulatory Standard 015 [7]. Cyber security

evaluations must consider these regulatory guides. The Na-

tional Security Research Institute and the Korea Atomic En-

ergy Research Institute are developing a nuclear power plant

cyber security evaluation system [8]. Cyber security research

involving nuclear facilities has encountered difficulties in

obtaining data through penetration experiments. As an

alternative, we propose the use of a cyber security risk eval-

uation method using a Bayesian network (BN) model [9].

A BN is used in this model because it has the advantage of

easily modeling complex dependencies and is useful for

composing a model that uses prior information, posterior in-

formation, and backpropagation calculation [10]. The pro-

posed cyber security risk model with a BN consists of two

views: architecture and management. The target system for

cyber security risk evaluation is the nuclear reactor protection

system (RPS) of a nuclear research reactor, which is a safety-

critical I&C system.

In this study, we propose a methodology for constructing

an event tree for the cyber security risk evaluation of a nuclear

I&C system. Event tree analysis is the most popular method-

ology used in probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) [11].

Although PSA is the most popular analysis methodology, it

has not yet been used to consider cyber security. However,

PSA models can be used effectively by implementing a BN

model to evaluate the effects of cyber attacks [12]. The pro-

posed method will provide insight into safety and cyber risks

for a given facility.

We explain two methodologies, BN and PSA, in Section 2.

Section 3 describes the cyber security risk evaluation for an

RPS. We describe the BN cyber security risk evaluation model

for an RPS and propose a method for applying the BN cyber

security risk evaluation model to an event tree model.

2. Methodology

Nuclear facilities have a SCADA system that is separated from

outside systems, and used to control and monitor measure-

ment data from the I&C system. Although the SCADA system

is separated from the outside, cyber attacks occur in nuclear

facilities such as nuclear power plants and centrifugation fa-

cilities that enrich uranium. The nuclear field is not exempted

from cyber attacks, as shown by the Stuxnet incident in Iran

[1,13]. Nevertheless, research into cyber security at nuclear

facilities is still at an early stage, as it is difficult for nuclear

facilities to obtain data through penetration tests.

Section 2.1 explains the RPS as a target system. Section 2.2

explains the cyber threat for the RPS. In Section 2.3, a BN cyber

security evaluation model for nuclear facilities, such as the

RPS, is suggested. Section 2.4 shows an event tree for an

example when cyber security is considered. Lastly, Section 2.5

suggests a methodology for using the suggested BN cyber se-

curity evaluation model, if PSA is used to consider cyber

security.

2.1. Reactor protection system

The KINAC regulatory agency published Regulatory Standard

015 (KINAC/RS-015) to enact cyber security regulations in

Korea. The KINAC/RS-015 proposes criteria for the application

of cyber security as follows [7]: (1) safety related and important

to safety; (2) security; (3) emergency preparedness; and (4)

others that can adversely affect the above functions.

In nuclear facilities such as nuclear power plants and nu-

clear research reactors, I&C systems are categorized into

safety class and nonsafety class according to their level of

safety and available system functions for protecting, control-

ling, andmonitoring the facility. This study focuses on an RPS,

one of the safety class systems for cyber security risk evalu-

ation. An RPS guarantees the security of a nuclear facility in

the event of an emergency. Generally, an RPS is a critical

safety system and is one of the I&C systems that can cause a

reactor trip, protecting the core by generating a reactor trip

signal to insert a shutdown rod. Concretely, the role of the RPS

is to perform security functions in the system while main-

taining facility safety in case of an emergency among the

facility's various I&C systems. I&C has the role of inserting a

shutdown rod into the core to trip the reactor. This happens

not only when a reactor shuts down due to regular overhaul,

but also when the system recognizes a situation in which the

nuclear facility cannot be controlled due to an accident or any

other cause.

An RPS consists of three or four channels depending on its

function, e.g., nuclear power plant or research reactor, and it

performs a logic calculation, e.g., two out of three or two out of

four. An RPS in a single channel is composed of a bistable

processor (BP), a coincidence processor (CP), a maintenance

and test processor (MTP), and an interface and test processor

(ITP) [14]. The BP receives signal information that indicates the

status of the nuclear power plant. Among these signals is the

reactor trip signal, generated when a nuclear reactor is in an

abnormal state. The generated trip signal transmits from the

BP to the CP. The CP can receive a trip signal from other

channels as well, and it has a role in determining logically

whether the trip signal generated from the BP is an error. An

MTP is the main humanemachine interface of an RPS; it

provides a display for the RPS to support operations and

transfer information to an information processing system. An

ITP monitors the condition of each RPS channel and provides

information from the RPS to the postaccident monitoring

system. The composition of an RPS for a single-unit research

reactor is shown in Fig. 1 [15].

2.2. Cyber threat and mitigation measures for RPS

To develop a cyber security risk evaluation model, four cyber

threats and six mitigation measures are defined in the litera-

ture for each RPS component, including BP, CP, ITP, MTP, and

other channels. Each threat defines a cyber-attack method for
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the system, and each mitigation measure is a method of

preventing cyber attacks. Cyber attacks on the SCADA system

and nuclear facilities still occur. Cyber threats and mitigation

measures show the force of cyber attacks on nuclear facilities

including SCADA and infrastructure systems [13,16,17]. The

list of cyber threats is shown and explained below: (1) virus

(T1); (2) Trojan (T2); (3) worm (T3); and (4) denial of service

(DoS; T4) [18,19]. A virus is a piece of code that will attach itself

to other programs andwill runwhen those other programs are

running. A Trojan is a program that adds subversive func-

tionality to an existing program. A worm is a program that

propagates itself by attacking other machines and copying

itself onto those machines. A DoS is an exploit intended to

block someone from using a service, for example, by crashing

or hanging a program or the entire system. Table 1 shows the

characteristics of these cyber threats.

The available mitigation measures are described in detail

below: (1) firewall (M1); (2) online monitoring after regular

patching and testing (M2); (3) online monitoring using an

existing vaccine (M3); (4) intrusion prevention system (IPS;

M4); and (5) intrusion detection system (IDS; M5). Online

monitoring can perform a status check of the system using a

vaccine and/or a system test. A regular patch regularly

upgrades the security program or an operating system to

prevent any new cyber threat. A firewall is a technological

barrier designed to prevent unauthorized or unwanted com-

munications between computer networks and hosts. Traffic

inspection area of a firewall involves only the transport and

the network. An IDS detects inbound and outbound network

activities and identifies any doubtful patterns. It detects an

intrusion, logs the attack, and sends an alert to the adminis-

trator. The design policy of an IDS and a firewall are different.

The IDS forbids only prohibition rules and the firewall ap-

proves only permission rules. The IDS needs to reduce damage

from a cyber attack when the firewall cannot prevent this

attack. An IPS prevents cyber attacks in real time by pre-

venting intrusion or blocking hazardous traffic. An IPS is a

technique to prevent and take action in advance, while an IDS

is a technique to detect and take posterior action. The traffic

inspection areas of IDS and IPS are application, presentation,

session, transport, and network.

The cyber threat of each RPS component is determined by

considering its functions. Mitigation measures are then

selected based on the characteristics of the determined cyber

threat. For example, four mitigation measures can be selected

to reduce the influence of a virus on a BP. Fig. 2 shows a fire-

wall, online monitoring after regular patching and testing,

online monitoring using an existing vaccine, and an IPS. A

firewall blocks a virus by controlling access. Online moni-

toring after a regular patch can respond to a novel virus and

detect an unknown virus. If onlinemonitoring is not upgraded

through the use of a regular patch, online monitoring can

protect against a virus by using an existing vaccine. If these

mitigation measures do not protect against a virus, perhaps

because of an insider cyber attack, the system can respond to

a virus using an IPS. To prevent the use of a Trojan, the I&C

system requires four mitigation measures: a firewall, online

monitoring using an existing vaccine, an IDS, and an IPS. The

firewall blocks the Trojan by controlling access. The Trojan is

detected by online monitoring. If the Trojan passes the fire-

wall, perhaps due to an insider cyber attack, the IDS can detect

the cyber cracking and the IPS can respond to the Trojan. To

reduce the risk presented by a worm, fivemitigationmeasures

can be used to protect the BP, including online monitoring

after regular patching and testing, online monitoring using an

existing vaccine, an IDS, and an IPS. Before the IPS stage, the

operator can take appropriate action by obtaining information

on the existence of a worm from the IDS. There are four

measures to mitigate a DoS as follows: a firewall, online

monitoring using an existing vaccine, an IDS, and an IPS.

Table 1 e Characteristics of viruses, Trojans, worms, and DoS.

Virus Trojan Worm DoS

Propagation Possible Possible (needs other

software)

Possible Impossible

Type Parasitic/hiding Independent Independent Dependent C&C

Characteristic Destruction of data and file

systems/harmful actions/

disruption

Replication by e-mail or

Internet/excessive traffic

/abusing network write

access

Remote control of infected

computers/concealment

of symptoms

Bandwidth consumption/

system resource (CPU,

memory) depletion

C&C, command and control; CPU, central processing unit; DoS, denial of service.

RPS architecture
for single channel

D.I.

BP

CP

Trip

ITP

MTP

PAMS

Information
protection

system

Fig. 1 e RPS single-channel architecture. DI, digital input;

BP, bistable processor; CP, coincidence processor; ITP,

interface and test processor; MTP, maintenance and test

processor; PAMS, postaccident monitoring system; RPS,

reactor protection system.
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Applying the classification described above as an example, the

relationship between a cyber threat and mitigation measures

for a virus can be represented by a Venn diagram, as shown in

Fig. 2.

Here, CX represents coverage by mitigation measure X

when a system encounters a cyber threat. In Fig. 2, we have

drawn a Venn diagram to represent the relationship between

a cyber threat and its mitigation measures, represented by T1,

M1, M2, M3, and M4. In Cn, “n” is a number representing

coverage by CXwhen a system is presentedwith a cyber threat

such as T1. For example, C1 can cover the cyber threat using

only M1. C13 can cover the cyber threat with all mitigation

measures, M1, M2, M3, and M4.

The Venn diagram can represent Eqs. (1e4) as follows [20]:

CA ¼ ðC1 þ C5 þ C8 þ C9 þ C11 þ C12 þ C13Þ
�
1� fA

�
(1)

CB ¼ �
C2 þ C6 þ C10 þ ðC5 þ C9WBC þ C12WBD

þ C13WBCDÞfA
��
1� fB

�
(2)

CC ¼ �
C3 þ C7 þ C11fA þ C6fB þ C9fAfB þ C10fBWCD

þ C13fAfBWCD

��
1� fC

�
(3)

CD ¼ �
C4 þ C8fA þ C7fC þ C12fAfB þ C10fBfC þ C11fCfA

þ C13fAfBfC
��
1� fD

�
(4)

Here, fk is the failure probability of the mitigation measure

function, as shown in Fig. 3; wnm represents detection by the

mitigation measure “n” among mitigation measures “n” and

“m”; and wlnm represents detection by mitigation measure “l”

among mitigation measures “l,” “n,” and “m.”

The specific contents of fk are explained in Section 3.3 with

the cyber security risk model using a BN.

2.3. Cyber security risk evaluation model using a BN

We have chosen an RPS as an object that has a close rela-

tionship with nuclear I&C system security, to develop a cyber

security risk evaluation model using a BN, and we have

reviewed the validity of the model [21,22]. Our reasons for

using a BN are as follows: (1) the ease of modeling complex

dependencies; (2) the utility of representing prior and poste-

rior information; and (3) the availability of both quantitative

and qualitative information. The cyber security risk model

using a BN evaluates the probability of an RPS malfunction

caused by a cyber attack (Fig. 4).

The risk model includes an activityequality model and an

architecture model [9]. The activityequality model evaluates

the implementation of cyber security regulation guidelines for

a nuclear facility. The architecturemodel reflects the structural

characteristic of an RPS. As a guide to evaluate the activi-

tyequality model, this study refers to cyber security regulation

Cyber threat
(T1)

CA (M1)

C1 C5 C2

C12 C9

C13

C11 C10

C7

C6C8

C3C4

CB (M2)

CC (M3)CD (M4)

Fig. 2 e Venn diagram example for a cyber threat and

related mitigation measures. M1, firewall; M2, online

monitoring after regular patching and testing; M3, online

monitoring using an existing vaccine; M4, intrusion

prevention system; T1, virus.

Cyber threat (T1) BP

CA (M1)

CB (M2)

CC (M3)

CD (M4)

fA

fB

fC

fD

Fig. 3 e The fk parameters between a cyber threat and its mitigation measures. BP, bistable processor; M1, firewall; M2,

online monitoring after regular patching and testing; M3, online monitoring using an existing vaccine; M4, intrusion

prevention system; T1, virus.
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guides such as regulatory guide 5.71 [3], which is issued for

nuclear facilities. The checklists used are derived by analyzing

the regulatory guides and include 34 items [9]. These checklists

can be allocated to each phase of the cyber security lifecycle,

which comprises the entire cycle of cyber security activity

including “establish program,” “integrate,” “continuously

monitor,” “review,” “changecontrol,” and “record.” It is possible

to systematically evaluate overall activityequality without an

omitted portion by evaluating the checklist in accordancewith

the cyber security lifecycle. After the checklists are systema-

tized, asmentioned above, they are transformed into the nodes

of the BNmodel. The architecturemodel consists of BP, CP, ITP,

MTP, and other channels, the last of which describes commu-

nication with other channels as a single channel for the

reflection of architectural characteristics, as shown in Fig. 1.

This structure offers a general perspective for the construction

of the architecturemodel. The four cyber threats correspond to

each component of the RPS, which are BP, CP, ITP, MTP, and

other channels, as well as penetrationmethods corresponding

to the characteristics of each cyber threat. The primary cyber

threats of BP, CP, and ITP are viruses and worms. The primary

cyber threats of an MTP are viruses, worms, and Trojans, with

the consideration that a Trojan hides itself under another

software program to run without being detected by the user. A

DoS crashes or hangs a program or the entire system, and can

occur in a coincidence circuit suchas the two-out-of-three logic

of the CP. When considering these DoS characteristics, we as-

sume that a DoS can occur at any channel. The number of

cyber-threat cases is 10, where the BP has two, CP has two, ITP

has two, MTP has three, and other channels has one, as miti-

gation measures are determined according to cyber threats.

The activityequality model and the architectural model for

cyber security are integrated into one BN cyber security risk

evaluation model, as shown in Fig. 5.

Nodes in the BN model have five states. In the architecture

model, these node states range from “probability of attack

occurrence is very low” to “probability of attack occurrence is

very high.” In the activityequality model, these node states

range from “level of compliance with implementation is very

good” to “level of compliance with implementation is very

bad.” These states are displayed in Table 2.

The BN cyber security risk evaluation model informs the

cyber security risk of each variable through a cyber security

risk index (CSRI) value, which can be calculated using Eq. (5):

CSRI ¼
X5

s¼1

10ð2s� 1Þ �ws (5)

Such that weights “ws” of stages “s” are

X5

s¼1

ws ¼ 1 (6)

where “s” is a numeric value of the activityequality checklist

node or architecture cyber threat at each stage. These values

are presented in Table 1. Here, “ws” is the weight of the “s”

stage, which denotes the sharing of a single node. The value of

“ws” for a single node is 1, aggregating each weight from Stage

1 to Stage 5. Using Eq. (5) in the BN model, it is possible to

convert the model from a qualitative evaluation of cyber se-

curity to a quantitative evaluation.

The CSRI value for a mitigation measure is used as the

value of “fk” in Eqs. (1e4). For example, in Eq. (1), “fA” repre-

sents the failure probability of the coverage of M1 when T1

occurs at BP, as shown in Fig. 3. To determine “fA,” numeric

values of the “virus” node and the “cyber threats for BP” node

in Fig. 5 are set such that theweight factor “W1” of 1 represents

hard evidence for assuming that the “probability of attack

occurrence” of a virus is “very high.” As we want to determine

information about the failure probability of the coverage of

M1, the other numeric values for all mitigation measures

including M2, M3, and M4 are set to a weight factor “W1” of 1,

representing hard evidence for assuming that the “level of

compliance with implementation” of mitigation measures is

“very bad.” The numeric value of M1, like the “firewall” node,

is set to weight factor “W5,” where “1” represents hard evi-

dence for assuming that the “level of compliance with

implementation” of mitigation measure M1 is “very good.”

Then, the CSRI for the “BP” node is determined and the CSRI

value can be used as the “fA” parameter.

2.4. Event tree considering cyber security

An event treemodel is a PSAmodel. An event tree is composed

of an initiating event, a heading, and a branch. In terms of a

PSA for a nuclear facility, an initiating event is an incident that

requires an automatic or operator-initiated action to bring the

plant into a safe and steady-state condition, where in the

absence of such an action core damage states of concern can

result in severe core damage. The PSA is usually categorized

by divisions of internal and external initiators reflecting the

origin of the event [23]. Headings are safety systems used to

mitigate the initiating event; the branch probability is the

success probability of the heading. In terms of cyber security,

a cyber threat can be considered an initiating event in an

event tree model [12]. Cyber threats such as viruses, Trojans,

worms, and DoS are the starting points of cyber attacks. As a

heading represents a safety function to mitigate the initiating

event in an event tree, when considering cyber security,

measures can be considered headings according to the rele-

vant cyber threat. Each cyber threat requires a different

mitigation measure. Applying the method described above to

Check list Mitigation
measure Cyber threat

Vulnerability
risk

Architecture

Final riskQuantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis

Fig. 4 e Flow chart for a cyber security risk model using a

BN. BN, Bayesian network.
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generate an event tree reflecting cyber security, the attack of a

virus on a BP, as shown in Fig. 3, should be represented as

shown in Fig. 6. The cyber security risk model with an event

tree, as shown in Fig. 6, can appraise visual analysis infor-

mation about mitigation measures for each cyber threat using

the event tree.

2.5. Application of analytical results from a BN model to
an event tree model

Generally, the nuclear field has used event trees and fault

trees as PSAs. However, it is difficult to use fault trees for cyber

security risk evaluation due to certain characteristics of cyber

security. To overcome the limitations of using fault trees, we

used a BN model. An event tree model is used to apply

analytical results from the BN model. The process of creating

the event tree model as a PSA model considering cyber secu-

rity is as follows:

(1) The initiating event is defined as a cyber threat to which

a cyber attack can occur.

(2) The heading is defined as a mitigation measure in

response to each cyber threat that executes a safety

function.

M1_ specific_
AQ

M2_ specific_
AQ

General_AQ

M4_ specific_
AQ

M5_ specific_
AQ

Protective
method for
hardware

Preparedness
against

emergency

Protective
method for

software

Locate of
leve 4

Oneway
data f low

Establish
program for
protection of

CDA

Security
assurance for
safety degree

Preparedness
against the

design basis
threat

Deny
accessment

Direct of
initiating data

f low

Preparedness
for support

system

Through by
security
device

Correction of
exploited

vulnerability

Identify

Method of
security
controls

Security
elements

Design to
ensure the

CDA

Implement of
security
program

Incorporate of
security
program

Site specific
condition

Awareness /
training

Timely
detection and

response

Check of
mitigation
measure

Restoration of
affected
system

Check the
employee

Qualification
test for

employee

Operation
method

Preceding
cycle

Back-end
cycle

M3_ specific_
AQ

Virus

Worm

Trojan

DoS

Cyber threat
for BP

Cyber threat
for CP

Cyber threat
for MTP

Cyber threat
for intrach

Cyber threat
for ITP

Mitigation
measures for

BP

Mitigation
measures for

CP

Mitigation
measures for

MTP

Mitigation
measures for

intrach

Mitigation
measures for

ITP

Firewall

Online
monitoring

IPS

IDS

Regular
patch

Architecture
risk

Bistable
processor

Coincidence
processor

Maintenance
and test
processor

Intral -
channel

Interface and
test

processor

Fig. 5 e BN model for the cyber security risk evaluation of a digital nuclear reactor protection system. BN, Bayesian network;

BP, bistable processor; CP, coincidence processor; DoS, denial of service; IDS, intrusion detection system; IPS, intrusion

prevention system; MTP, maintenance and test processor.

Table 2 e Numeric value of stages in the architecture and activityequality models.

Architecture model Activityequality model

Numeric value
of stage

Mean (probability of attack
occurrence)

Numeric value
of stage

Mean (level of compliance
with implementation)

5 Very low 5 Very good

4 Low 4 Good

3 Medium 3 So-so

2 High 2 Bad

1 Very high 1 Very bad
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(3) The input value of the branch probability uses the CSRI

value obtained from the BN cyber security risk evalua-

tion model using Eqs. (2e5).

(4) The final RPS malfunction probability is calculated for

each initiating event.

Using this methodology, applying cyber security to an

event tree allows the use of the BN model mentioned in Sec-

tion 3.4 and shown in Fig. 6. For a nuclear facility on which a

penetration test cannot be conducted, using the quantitative

value of CSRI provided by the BN model, one can solve the

quantitative value problem and provide useful information on

cyber-threat risk using input branch values from the BN

model.

3. Discussion

This study proposes a methodology for constructing an event

tree for the cyber security risk evaluation of a nuclear I&C

system. An event tree is a type of PSAmethodology. Generally,

in the nuclear field, event trees and fault trees are used as

PSAs. However, if the PSAmethodology is applied to the cyber

security of a nuclear facility for risk evaluation, it is difficult to

use a fault treemethodology, which is used for accident-cause

analysis. To overcome this limitation, in Section 3.3, this study

proposes a cyber security risk model using a BN and CSRI

values from thismodel. The “CX” is used to apply the proposed

methodology with “Cij,” “fk,” and “Wnm” parameters as in Eqs.

(3e5). In Section 3.3, “fk” is derived from the CSRI of the cyber

security risk model using a BN. However, it is difficult to

determine the “Cij” and “Wnm” parameters in the samemanner

as the “fk” parameter, because these parameters depend on

the relationship between a cyber threat and the mitigation

measure. Instead, these parameters are determined by

experimental data. In this study, we describe further experi-

ments to determine the relationship between a cyber threat

and a mitigation measure; we propose a methodology for

constructing an event tree for the cyber security risk evalua-

tion of a nuclear I&C system.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we propose a cyber security risk model using a

BN for an RPS, which is a nuclear I&C system, and a meth-

odology for applying analytical results from a BN model to an

event tree model. The nuclear field has previously used event

trees and fault trees as PSAs. However, it is difficult to use a

fault tree for cyber security risk evaluation due to certain

characteristics of cyber security. To overcome the limitations

of fault trees, we instead use a BN model.

First, we introduce a cyber security risk model for the

evaluation of cyber security using a BN. Our model is

composed of an activityequality model and an architecture

model. The activityequality model analyzes how people and/

or organization comply with the cyber security regulatory

guides for nuclear facilities. The architecture model analyzes

four cyber threats and six mitigation measures according to

the architectural characteristics of an RPS. The integrated BN

model can be used to evaluate the cyber security risk for the

RPS, in terms of activityequality and architecture, using the

CSRI. In the activityequality and architecture models, the

CSRI represents the state of cyber-attack occurrence and the

compliance with cyber security regulatory guidelines,

respectively, as index values from 10 to 90.

Second, we propose a methodology for applying analytical

results from a BNmodel to an event treemodel and show case

studies using the suggestedmethodology. Use of an event tree

model for cyber security has several advantages: (1) the event

tree model shows visual analysis information on the mitiga-

tion measures for each cyber threat; (2) it provides, according

to each cyber threat and component of the RPS, sequenced

mitigation measures that are systematic and intuitive for the

user; and (3) it provides quantitative information on cyber

threats and risks based on input branch values from the BN

Virus (T1)

Initiating event M1 M2 M3 M4

OK.

RPS malfunction

CA

1-CA

1-CB

CB

CC

CD1-CC

1-CD

Fig. 6 e Event tree example of cyber security when a virus attacks the BP. BP, bistable processor; M1, firewall; M2, online

monitoring after regular patching and testing; M3, online monitoring using an existing vaccine; M4, intrusion prevention

system; RPS, reactor protection system.
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model. The proposed method is expected to provide insight

into safety and cyber security for the facility.
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